
Limited Lifetime Warranty 
 
Portabrace  Vault cases are protected by a Limited Lifetime  Warranty against defects 
in materials and workmanship.  This warranty excludes foam inserts, as well as interior 
Portabrace  soft cases if applicable (Portabrace  soft cases are covered by separate 
warranty).  Subject to the conditions and limitations set forth below, Porta-Brace, Inc./ 
HPRC/Plaber will, at their discretion, either repair or replace any part of their products 
that prove defective by reason of improper workmanship or materials.  Repaired parts or 
replacement products will be provided on an exchange basis only, and will be either new 
or refurbished to be functionally equivalent to new.   
 
The Lifetime Warranty is activated upon receipt by Portabrace of a completed English-
language product registration at www.portabrace.com within 30-days of Vault purchase 
from an authorized Portabrace dealer / reseller, and valid subject to case maintenance and 
use in accordance with owner instructions.  Any cost to return / repair a Portabrace Vault 
case or part is the responsibility of the Vault case owner, and your repaired or exchanged 
product and parts will be shipped at the expense of Portabrace/HPRC/Plaber to the 
shipping address indicated on the original Lifetime Warranty registration only (or at the 
sole discretion of Porta-Brace, Inc., to the original selling authorized dealer or reseller). 
 
Portabrace /HPRC /Plaber defines “Lifetime” as that of the original Vault case 
ownership or that of the production “life” of the specific Vault case model or equivalent.  
In the event of Vault model product obsolescence, Porta-Brace, Inc. reserves the right to 
fulfill its Warranty obligation with a Portabrace  soft case discount (most comparable 
soft case model to be determined at the sole discretion of Porta-Brace, Inc.) equal to the 
original purchase price of the Portabrace  Vault hard case (in US$ not to exceed MSRP) 
as indicated in the completed original product registration. 


